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a persona and outprint address commercialism, capitalism, consumerism,
and the transition to the information age. he makes the point that the
information age was in fact a transition back to mass culture as wide

adoption of the internet had its limits – such as people still going to malls
to buy the same products they could get at wal-mart. nevertheless, this
collection of articles and books shows that the information age has not

only democratized information, but also democratized creative expression.
toleration and the domestic screen, by catherine "kitty" kidd (wayne state
university press). a droll yet often disarming examination of the meaning
and relationships between religion and media in american culture, from
the civil war through to the new age. she chronicles the birth and rise of

the family (movies and magazines, old and new print, radio, television and
the computer), as well as the beginnings of the civil rights movement and
the movement for women's rights. she also looks at, what she calls, the

"home screen," including the marriages of couples, the frequent absence
of fathers from home life, and the rise of the single-parent family. kidd

shows how commercial and educational media contribute to "tolerance,"
showing how entertainment, education, and advertising all enable families
to control their own "screen time," while allowing them some freedom to
find the right balance of time and money. wonderful wizard of oz: the life
and times of l. frank baum, creator of the land of oz, by candace fleming,

illustrated by john hench (harper collins). baum's children's books also
inspired the 1939 mgm film, the wizard of oz that launched the literary and
movie tradition of the "wizard" and his "wizardry." the author and several
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scholars offer a much-needed and up-to-date revisionist biographical
account of baum's life and the creation of oz. the book includes his ill-fated

marriage to actor frank john andrew, as well as his progressive politics,
collaborations with walt disney, and rise as one of hollywood's most

successful writers. fleming also documents baum's life at a time when
many americans associated him with children's literature.
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film as art: beyond the frame, edited by robert s. thomson and david bordwell
(university of california press). film studies students have long been taught

that films tell stories. this collection of essays by some of the most
distinguished film scholars working today, however, asks how to extend the

richness of the works of art to extend the categories that we use to
understand them, and the modes of perception and evaluation that underlie

them. crossing the boundaries between film history and visual studies,
documentary and experimental, and even narrative and avant-garde, the

contributors examine film at times literally and figuratively beyond the frame.
filmmaking: techniques and values in early american cinema, by gary reams
(university of illinois press). here, for the first time, a leading authority in the
field brings together some of the finest writers who have addressed the films
of the early years to examine their content and to compare and contrast this
content with what came later. from a study of motion pictures at the turn of

the century to a examination of the silent drama, from the earliest color
shorts to the repertory companies of the 1920s, this collection of 13 essays
offers an up-to-date survey of the history of early american cinema. cinema

and social problems: 100 years of theory, edited by paul arthur (university of
california press). this volume explores the critical history of cinema in the last
100 years and interrogates its relation to society. taken together, the essays

address the critical theory of the birth of modern film studies, the
relationships between cinema and cultural and social subjects including the
family and sexuality, the mass media, and race. together, the 100 chapters
cover everything from the significance of censorship to the indelible imprint
of hollywood and even the impact of broadway and other cultural influences
on cinema history. the table of contents of this book sums up the essays as a

review of the field: how film-making takes place, how it is understood by
certain groups, how it affects our lives, and how critics explain that.
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